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To the end-user, the ultimate benefit of processor performance is how fast their applications run. Performance to them, simply put, is the amount of time it takes to perform a given task. With that in mind, the processor that performs a given task in the least amount of time has the highest performance. Increased performance implies reduced execution time. Historically, this has been measured through a variety of benchmarks. When comparing the performance of processors that execute the same instruction set, such as the x86 instruction set in PCs, performance is defined as: The work done by the processor in each clock cycle (represented as instructions per clock – IPC) times the number of clock cycles (represented by frequency) or:

$$\text{Performance} = \text{IPC} \times \text{Frequency}$$

In the ‘286, ‘386, and ‘486 processor generations, the underlying architecture of the competing x86 processors was exactly the same; therefore IPC was equivalent among competing processors from several different companies. Since the IPC of these processors was essentially constant, performance was perceived as:

$$\text{Performance} = \text{Frequency}$$

With those previous processor generations, the focus was purely on clock frequency (MHz) as the differentiating performance factor.
Starting with the fifth generation of x86 processors, the AMD-K5® processor and the Pentium® processor, this relationship was no longer true. AMD and Intel took different approaches to the internal architectures of these processors, even though they remained compatible with the x86 instruction set architecture. For the first time, IPC was different for competing processors running the same applications and benchmarks. Therefore, processor performance was defined as:

\[ \text{Performance} = \text{IPC} \times \text{Frequency} \]

The end result showing that frequency (MHz) alone no longer determined processor performance.

With the seventh-generation AMD Athlon™ processors and Pentium 4 processors, architectural designs, and thus IPC, have clearly diverged.
Now, more than ever, it is important to look at the combination of the amount of work being done per clock cycle as measured by IPC, and the operating frequency of the processor. Clearly, it is time to evaluate processors on the merits of their overall performance, not just their raw frequency alone.

Improvements in overall performance come from two different areas:

1. Frequency improvements
   - Technology has driven frequency improvements by enabling smaller geometries and faster transistors, commonly referred to as “process shrinks.”
   - Design has driven frequency improvements by enabling deeper pipelines with fewer gates per clock cycle, which can reduce the architectural performance.

2. Work per clock improvements
   - IPC has been improved by techniques such as superscalar architectures, dynamic instruction schedulers, larger on-chip caches, and advanced branch prediction.

One key point to recognize is that deeper pipelines alone translate into less work per clock cycle. This reduced work per clock cycle or reduced IPC can only be offset by improvements in other areas, such as branch prediction and cache hit rates. Taken to an extreme, processor performance can actually be reduced by forcing frequency improvements at the expense of IPC improvements. The Pentium 4 processor is the first Intel processor to step backward in IPC, or work performed per clock cycle.
Due to the reduction in work per clock cycle, the Pentium 4 processor must operate at significantly higher clock frequencies to produce better processor performance than previous-generation Pentium III processors.

Different approaches can be taken to optimize processor performance. AMD has worked to maintain a balanced approach to optimizing processor performance by increasing the amount of work done per clock cycle (IPC), and improving the operating frequency at the same time. Using this approach, the AMD Athlon processor delivers superior performance across a broad range of applications, even when compared to the Pentium 4 processor running at a considerably higher frequency. The following graph illustrates this point with a wide array of benchmarks run on two different processor architectures with a 300 MHz difference in frequency.
Without a doubt, processor performance is no longer determined by frequency alone. AMD believes the Pentium 4 processor will continue to be forced to drive frequency to remain competitive with the AMD Athlon processor in terms of real-world application performance. For that reason, actual application performance must be the differentiator between processors.

AMD Overview

AMD is a global supplier of integrated circuits for the personal and networked computer and communications markets with manufacturing facilities in the United States, Europe, Japan, and Asia. AMD, a Fortune 500 and Standard & Poor's 500 company, produces microprocessors, Flash memory devices, and support circuitry for communications and networking applications. Founded in 1969 and based in Sunnyvale, California, AMD had revenues of $4.6 billion in 2000. (NYSE: AMD)
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